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COVID-19: The Montreal Port Authority and CargoM obtain funding from Scale AI to develop a tool for 

rapid distribution of essential cargo 
 
 
Montreal, May 5, 2020 - Faced with the urgency posed by the COVID-19 crisis, Scale AI, the artificial 
intelligence (AI) Canadian supercluster, recently launched a call for projects to find ideas and solutions that 
can help Canada meet this challenge by leveraging technology and AI. And the community was not lacking 
in ideas, with more than 120 projects submitted in just three weeks. Among them, CargoM and the Montreal 
Port Authority stood out and obtained funding of $500,000 for a project for the rapid distribution of essential 
cargo, developed in collaboration with Ivado Labs.   
 
In order to respond to the current reality and quickly deliver essential necessities, the AI-based solution 
enables the optimization of identification and prioritization of critical cargo arriving by container at the port 
of Montreal to ensure the rapid distribution of essential goods, such as medical equipment and food 
products. The tool could evolve to allow the rapid distribution of other types of goods.  
 
Daniel Dagenais, Vice-President Operations at the Montreal Port Authority: “With a data management and 
processing system already well established, we are able to rapidly deploy additional solutions that can 
optimize the process of unloading and reduce container dwell times to less than 12 hours for critical cargo, 
in order to ensure continuity of care and services offered to the population, in the context of COVID-19.”  
 
Mathieu Charbonneau, Executive Director of CargoM: “This innovative project highlights both the 
collaboration between supply chain actors and Montreal’s strengths in artificial intelligence, to contribute 
to our collective effort in the face of COVID-19 with concrete and effective solutions.” 
 
For more detailed information, click here.  
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About CargoM 
Created in 2012, the Logistic and Transportation Metropolitan Cluster of Montreal, CargoM, (cargo-montreal.ca - 
@CargoMtl) brings together the players in Greater Montreal’s logistics and freight transport industry, educational 
institutions, research centres and sector associations around shared objectives in order to increase cohesiveness, 
competitiveness, growth and reach. The logistics and transportation industry in Greater Montreal represents 120,000 
transportation and warehousing jobs, 6,000 businesses and over $4.3 billion in economic benefits for Greater 
Montreal. 
 
CargoM’s activities receive financial support from the Communauté métropolitaine de Montréal (CMM), the Ministère 
des Affaires municipales et de l’Habitation (MAMH), the Ministère de l'Économie et de l'Innovation (MEI) and all its 
members. 
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CargoM  
Lori Nelis, Project Manager 
514 508-2609, ext. 223 
lnelis@cargo-montreal.ca 

 

https://scaleai.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/ScaleAI-Annonce-invest-COVID-19-Communiquee%CC%8C-EN-v14-APPROVED-REVFinal2.pdf
http://www.cargo-montreal.ca/fr/
https://twitter.com/CargoMtl
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